about polynomials with coefficients as symmetric functions of a's are obtained.
It is shown that fa"\g"^s)\ds is a suitable polynomial in x. Applications to n-point boundary value problems and lower bounds for a (m ¿ n) are included. (w-l)!(ar-a,)
In [2] Nehari gave a short proof of the same when r = n. Since in relation to multipoint boundary value problem as in [l] , JA \gnix-s)\ds appears (see 3.5 there), the natural question is to consider alternately this function.
In this paper, we consider (1.1) when r = n first. In §2, we give the Green's function g (x, s) explicitly and alternately exhibit it in a form which yields conclusions as to the sign of g (x, s). In §3, the results about sgngn(x, s) and the identity 2. The Green's function. Throughout, tz denotes a fixed natural number greater than 2. Let k be a natural number such that 2 < k < n. Consider the boundary value problem yU)(x)=0, (2.1)
where n, <a. < ... <a, , < a .
Theorem 2.1. The Green s function g Ax, s) for (2.1) z's given by
, a -a.
. T a.-a, I a -a. 
it is easily checked that
is -ax)2 + is -x)2, x <s, s < a2;
is -aj)2, s < x, s < a2. n -L)
. , a -a. 
A similar computation using the first expression of (2.2) with k = to gives the result for x < s, a , < s < a . Moreover, if x < s < a.,, then
This completes the induction argument for the triangle x < s. On the same lines the region a, < s < x < a can be handled. Hence the conclusion.
Corollary 2.2. Alternatively, if s <x and a, . <s <a,_ where r = 1, .. . , k -3, we have 
Repeating the above with i = 2, ... , k -r -1 and 777 = 72 or /fe -/ + 1 (once again zA w always) on the last term each time, we finally obtain
•tVK -«.
• -=2
Now (2.4) follows ftom the above in view of the fact that the factor multiplying (x -s) is a polynomial of degree r in x and takes the value zero at ak-s ■■■ 'ak-i and V 3. We first give some auxiliary results in the form of lemmas. n*"1 la -a I a -a, . ,
Proof. That (3.2) has (a^_r_j -s)p as a factor is immediate when relations Remark. In the special case when p = r, (3.2) is a polynomial of degree r.
In view of the above result, we shall write this polynomial as C^ (ak_T_^ -s)T, where k is fixed and C(*' are constants for r -1, • •. , k -3. In fact, Cl B I as can be easily checked. Note that Hia, ) = A<*>(« ,) = 0.
Moreover, the sign oí His) is constant on (ak_a_v ak_J and is that of W(a a),
which is sgn ^(a ), where°"
, -a, , 1 , , \a, . , -a. 
To discuss the triangle a.<x<s<.a , we begin by observing that if s > fl,_j, then (2.2) at once gives the conclusion. For s < a, ., we use induction.
First note that gAx, s) has the asserted signs. Now assume that g (x, s) has the asserted signs. Then (The above hypothesis is evidently no more restrictive than that of Beesack-see (3. 2) in [1] .)
The following lemma gives a bound which is better than (2.13) of [l] in situations which are not "highly pathological" (see Remark below). We omit the proof which is a straightforward adaptation of the above proof and of the proof of (3.15) in [l].
Remark. As in [1] , if to > 2n -1, in place of (4.9) we have the estimate (4.10) am > ax + (n/(n -1))((to -rz)rz!/K)1/n.
